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BEST BET R1 18:50

Sludge
T: Trevor Anlezark

The Hounds Says: Well backed here on debut and
was very good in a fast race, has plenty of upside
and looks clearly the one to beat off that
performance

NEXT BEST R9 21:41

Horace
T: Frank Hancock

The Hounds Says: Smart sprinter who can run
blinding times when on song, better suited over
further but comes into this fresh off a break and
will take beating on class alone

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 6, 7, 8 
Race 6 - 2, 3 
Race 7 - 2, 7 
Race 8 - 4, 8, 6 

$20 for 55.55%

R1 LADBROKES MAIDEN Maiden 450m 18:50

SLUDGE (6) was well backed here on debut and
was very good in a fast race, loaded with upside
and should burn into a prominent spot early,
clearly the one to beat. MR. DYNAMITE (4) has
had plenty of chances now but shown enough to
have broken through, looks the main danger.
BEAR BONUS (8) is knocking on the door and has
place claims again

1. SCR
2.
3. N/A
4.
6.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R2 COSMIC RUMBLE MAIDEN Maiden 350m 19:06

TRUE CHARACTER (2) is knocking on the door
after consecutive placings over this T/D, finds a
very suitable race and only needs to hold that
form to take plenty of beating. BLUE LIMOUSINE
(6) hasn't fired in both starts so far but they've
been in fast races, this looks more suitable.
PIVOTAL MOMENT (7) has had no luck in two
runs and can improve

1. N/A
2.
3. SCR
4.
5.
6. SCR
7. SCR
8. N/A

Tips

R3 LADBROKES MATES MODE 5th Grade 350m 19:29

ANAHERA (3) was a dominant maiden winner at
Maitland last start when able to lead throughout,
new to this venue but has scope to improve and
should take beating. ANGEL GAMBLER (8) can
mix form but has a solid record over this T/D and
can threaten if able to get across early. HANG ON
HARVEY (7) has upside and ELECTRA PARK (6)
must be included

1.
2.
3. N/A
4. SCR
5. SCR
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R4 CLARENCE VALLEY SHEDS 5th Grade 350m 19:53

MISS DUTTON (6) hasn't fired in recent weeks but
was a sizzling 20.07 maiden winner around here
prior that, has upside and can bounce back
strongly. DIVINE GAMBLER (1) went like a rocket
at Casino last start when leading throughout, well
drawn and has to be respected. EXPRESS
DUDETTE (2) won nicely at Casino on debut and
can continue to improve

1.
2. N/A
3.
4. N/A
5. N/A
6. SCR
7.
8.

Tips

R5 LADBROKES PUNTER ASSIST 5th Grade 350m 20:13

CONFUSED (6) cops a tricky draw tonight but has
shown short course ability at Casino and only
needs a clear run early to give this a shake.
SIMOKA (7) is a touchy beginner but has a turn of
speed and won 2 of her past 3 starts, major
player. DANDY GAMBLER (8) is knocking on the
door after recent placings and VICMYSTER (2) is
capable on her day

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R6 LADBROKES 1-4 WIN FINAL 1-4 Wins F 5th Grade 450m 20:37

CANYA WILDER (2) is a smart pup who has put
together 3 straight wins over this T/D, on an
upward curve and should be prominent
throughout from the favourable draw, the one to
beat. PAN'S PRIORITY (3) has a turn of speed and
remains unbeaten over this T/D, capable of
threatening. IMPRESSARIO (4) has the speed to
lead early and give some cheek

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Tips
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R7 VILLAGE GREEN HOTEL 5th Grade 450m 21:01

PERFECT NANGAR (2) lacks early zip but can get
through his gears mid race, well graded again
and should take holding out. Despite being
winless in 12 starts over this T/D, BALBOA (7) has
run well on multiple occasions and handles a
wide draw, major player. MAGIC SPRY (1) has the
speed to make the most of the rails draw and
UNCLE PAT (6) has claims

1.
2.
3.
4.
6. N/A
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R8 LADBROKES SWITCH Free For All 350m 21:21

DIAMOND JILL (4) is a flying machine with high
speed, 8 time winner over this T/D with a sizzling
19.80pb, very hard to beat. QUICK AS (8) should
be strong late with the drop back in trip, will get
clear air out wide and prove hard to hold out.
LENNY CHEVY'S (6) has good speed when hitting
the ground and PARK WARRIOR (1) is drawn to
improve tonight

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R9 ZIPPING GARTH 4th/5th Grade 350m 21:41

HORACE (8) is a smart sprinter who can run
blinding times when on song, better suited over
further but is fresh off a break and will take all
sorts of beating. STEEL GAMBLER (2) is airborne
at present, has won 4 from 5 over this T/D and
drawn to give this a shake. TIPPING (1) rises in
grade but drawn to advantage and BACK AND
FORTH (6) has claims

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R10 LADBROKES BET TICKER 5th Grade 350m 22:05

SPREAD SHEET (2) gave a sight in similar
company here last start, drawn to be prominent
early and looks a leading contender. FERNANDO
MIMMA (6) is knocking on the door for another
win after recent placings and just needs a clear
run from the draw to threaten. GO BANANAS (8)
handles a wide draw and is going well enough.
TONIGHT (1) can feature

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R11 WIN A NEW MAZDA FROM CASSON
MAZDA

5th
Grade 450m 22:25

SHAVANA (8) is a smart pup who won
impressively here on debut in 25.42, sound last
time when up in grade and has plenty of upside,
should take plenty of beating. JIMARY WILLOW (3)
is a work in progress but has shown some early
ability and can continue to improve, main
danger. HOOPER COOPER (2) has been in great
form and drawn to run well again

1.
2.
3.
4. N/A
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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